Measuring Neat Fit Blinds
Neat fit blinds are suitable to use on all windows that feature a flexible (rubber/foam) gasket
seal between the glass and frame. These will typically be aluminium or Upvc framed
windows. If in doubt, please call our friendly service team on 0370 218 7042.
To ensure the best possible fit, always measure your window bead to bead. This is from the
inner edge of the frame, and not the edge of the seal/gasket

Measuring The Width
Take two measurements of the width, at the top and the bottom
of the window, from edge to edge of the inner window frame
bead. If there is any variation always use the shortest width to
order your blinds. If the windows are particularly large you can
take intermediate measurements to check. We deduct 2mm
from your ordered width size to ensure a perfect fit.

Measuring The Drop
Take three measurements of the window drop. If there are any
variations, then always use the longest measurement.
Measure from edge to edge of the inner window frame bead.
You must measure accurately and to the nearest millimetre to ensure a
good fit.

You must measure accurately and to the nearest millimetre to ensure a good fit.

Fitting Neat Fit Blinds
Installation Is Quick And Easy
The end caps on the head and bottom rails simply slide between the glass and rubber
gasket. This unique pressure fit design ensures simple installation with no lasting damage to
your window frames.

Slot
In the top left window corner, gently but firmly slot the left hand top rail tab in between the
left-hand rubber gasket and the glass.

Slide
Gently slide the top rail up the
window and ease the right
hand top rail tab between the
rubber gasket and glass on the
right-hand side of the window.
Do the same for the bottom
rail.

Push
Push the top rail firmly towards the top of the window and
bottom rails firmly towards the bottom of the window.

End Caps
Unique end cap design and shim system to allow for fine
adjustment at point of installation

Adjusting the tension
Our neat fit blinds come on a pre-tensioned system which features a helpful adjustment
metal connector under the bottom rail.

The tension on your blind needs to be sufficient to ensure
that the blind doesn’t slide down when raised and not
over-tensioned, which would result in the blind headrail
itself sliding down the window.
A small flat-bladed screw driver is required to adjust. You
can increase /decrease tension by using the screw driver
to release the cords on the connector and by adjusting the
length of the loose end cord prior to re-tightening.

You can cut off any excessive cord but please make sure to keep enough to fine adjust later.

Need Help?
If you would like any further assistance, please call us on 0370 218 7042 Or email
shop@swiftdirectblinds.co.uk

